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. COBE COUBSE IN ENGLISH

6812 ENG : Malayalam Literature in Translation

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks:4o

L Answer any one of the lollowing in about 200 words :

1) Attempt a critical evaluation ofthe role played bytranslations in formuiating
Ny'alayalanr lilerary sensibility in the 1gth Century.

2) Substanliate how folklore becomes the ideniity oi cullure. (1x8=8)

ll. Answer any one ot the lollowing in about 200 words :

3) 'Goal Days'by Benyamin is a tale ol survival. Discuss.

4) Explain the narratjve lechniques employed by N. S. Nladhavan in the story
Higuiia. (1x8=8)

lll. Answer any lour ol the following in about 80 words each :

5) What are Vallathol's heari warming contemplations regarding one's duiy io
one's mother tongue ?

6) Discuss rain as companion ot woman in the poem 'Flatrimazha'.

7) Briefly discuss the theme of the poern 'Offering' by Balarnani Amma.

8) Comment on the joy of the boy who launches paper boats one by one in to
the slream turned courtya'd.

9) How does the lean poem introduce himsell ?

1 0) Briefly explain loss and gain in translation. (4x4=16)

lV. Answer any eight oi the tollowing in two or three senlences :

11) Why does Unniyarcha insisl on her going home ?

12) What is 'American stand'?

13) What kind of man is Abdul Khader Sahib ?
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14) How does Padmam respond 10 rabbit incident ?

15) What does the little girl do in the story 'Garden of Antlions' ?

16) What kind ol man was Jabbar ?

17) What happens when Madhavi and her husband formally visil her parents
after 1l-e ma rriage ?

18) Why is the lean poem ashamed ?

19) How does the boy sil aiter launching the boats one by one ?

20) When do people become inlirm'/ (8x1=8) 
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